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Senior UI/UX Designer

Professional summary

UI / UX Designer with 5+ years of experience in designing websites, desktop, web and mobile applications. The technology 
stack is based on some of the mostpopular applications such as Figma, Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator, Sketch, Invision, Zeplin.

Also has sense for aesthetics, close attention to detail, eagerness to learn and adaptnew skills which contribute to successful 
work at the project from start to finish.Communicable, responsible, open-minded and fast learning person.

Portfolio

Coin Dreams

The client is online crypto casino. It is a newproduct and all was developed fromthe scratch. This project consists of casino 
part: both mobile application anddesktop version, and back office for it. Project includes all main functional modules of online 
casino:bonus system, game catalog, my account, game aggregation, player management, bonus campaigns settingsetc.
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Mercedes Me Cafe

The marketing agency, that was hired by MercedesBenz to create theMERCEDES ME CAFÉ concept, has come up with the 
following technical tasks:Creating the software and program part of the Mercedes Me Café’sinfrastructure; Developing the 
necessary software for touchscreens; Realizingthe system of visual selection of the car’s configuration; Integrating the games

with touchscreen controls. Andersen’s experts have won the competition for theright to develop a software product for 
MERCEDES ME CAFÉ.

Getbike

GetBike — The client is large bike rental company. We completed the task of combining different types 

of bicycles into one ecosystem. This helped attract more customers to other types of bikes. 

Screens

Wireframes

Fashion

Design of an online fashion store. The designer conducted marketing research,created prototypes and a UI.
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Paxful

Paxful is the leading peer-to-peer bitcoin marketplace where buyers and sellers are connected for business. Having over 300 
payment methods available on Paxful makes it incredibly easy to find suitable offers. The peer-to-peer system of Paxful 
removes borders and limits. An account on the Paxful platform is a kind of financial passport. With it, users can send money 
and buy things around the world.

Cryptocurrency exchange
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MonBet

The sports betting platform, where the main goal of the customer wasimplementation of conciseness in the design, as the 
platform is rich infunctionality. The team has created a simple stylish interface with quick tips.

UI - system

Colors

Icons

Basketball Tennis Rugby Union BoxingFootball Volleyball

Analytics Settings Transactions Tickets Live videoMy bets

Buttons

Primary Default Pressed Active Disabled

Secondary DisabledPressed ActiveDefault

Text with icon Default Active DisabledPressed

Big Default Pressed Active Disabled

Visual design

Mobile App

Food delivery app

A mobile application is for food delivery. It contains highload database,searching by the categories and modern UI.

Prototyping

UI Design

Art Walls

The client is a family salon that sells designer wallpapers and textiles. The aim ofthe project was to create branding and a 
convenient site catalog. This projectincludes a desktop and mobile version.

Select app

Luxury awaits in UAE.
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Colors

Main gradients
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UI design

Thanks for your attention

andersenlab.com


